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Abstract. We propose and describe a networking technology called
SpaceGlue for locating, communicating with, and interacting with ser-
vices/people in a ubiquitous computing environment. In SpaceGlue, ser-
vice components are embedded in a local communication area called a
ubiquitous space and collaboratively provide an application. A user can
locate desired service components offered in the local space by sending
a query within the space. To allow users to discover service components
that match their preferences in remote spaces, SpaceGlue dynamically
links or “glues” together different spaces based on relationships among
spaces that are estimated from the behavior history of many users. For
example, if many users often visit a cafe and theater on the same day,
these two spaces creates bonds to each other, reflecting the strong re-
lationship among them. This lets users in the theater discover services
in the cafe. We propose an algorithm for manipulating bonds to enable
adaptive service location. We designed and implemented SpaceGlue using
a distributed service platform called Ja-Net and showed that SpaceGlue
is useful for adaptively locating services through simulation.

1 Introduction

The recent expansion of wireless network coverage opens the door to ubiqui-
tous computing applications — diverse service components will be embedded
in the user’s physical environment and integrated seamlessly with the user’s lo-
cal activities. We call such a service environment a ubiquitous space (hereafter,
space). In these spaces, service components are more or less tied to real-world
entity such as people, places (e.g., school, cafe and theater), environments (e.g.,
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temperature, humidity and air), things (e.g., furniture, food and plants), and in-
formation shared by people. Thus, ubiquitous spaces and their applications are
situational and tend to exhibit strong locality. End users (hereafter, users) travel
among multiple spaces and receive services that are offered locally in a space.
Although navigating users through spaces and services that meet their needs
is important, due to the magnitude and dynamism of spaces, estimating and
suggesting spaces and services that best support users is not straightforward.
To achieve this, an infrastructure for spaces must be capable of (1) collecting
and analyzing pieces of information that are derived from real-world users’ ac-
tivities, (2) discovering useful rules (e.g., characteristic user behavior patterns)
based on which services can be customized, (3) delivering resulting services to
users’ computing environments.

SpaceGlue is a technology for adaptively linking or “gluing” two spaces based
on user behavior patterns to adaptively locate, communicate with, and interact
with groups of services/people in different spaces. SpaceGlue dynamically cre-
ates/adjusts logical links called “bonds” between two spaces by estimating im-
portant relationships among spaces by collecting and analyzing users’ behavior
history information. Spaces tied with strong bonds are closely related and en-
couraged to collaborate with each other to jointly provide services to users. This
promotes efficient user navigation among spaces and services that meet their
preferences.

In this paper, we describe the model, design, and implementation of
SpaceGlue. We implemented SpaceGlue using a distributed service platform
called Ja-Net, which is characterized by autonomous service components and
a relationship mechanism to dynamically establish logical links between service
components. The adaptation capability of SpaceGlue is evaluated through sim-
ulation.

2 Model and Algorithms of SpaceGlue

2.1 Model of Service Location

A space is a unit of physical area such as a cafe, theater, or bookstore where
wireless communication is available. PCs, PDAs, and mobile phones are nodes
in a space. Each space defines a multicast group where all nodes in the space
belong to the multicast group.

Various service components are provided and running on nodes. Different
spaces may provide different service components in the context of each space.
For example, a cafe waiter service, which takes an order and serves a cup of
coffee to a customer, may be provided at a cafe while a movie trailer service,
which delivers a movie content to customers, in a theater.

In SpaceGlue, a space is represented by a service component called a “space
agent (SA)” where nodes that run SAs can communicate via the Internet. SAs
dynamically create bonds with one or more partner SAs reflecting behavior pat-
terns of many users (See Figure 1). For example, if the majority of users visit and
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buy something at a cafe and gift shop in the same day, SAs in the cafe and gift
shop create bonds with each other. A bond can be thought of as an information
cache that SA maintains for each of its partner SA. Its attributes include name,
pointer to the partner, and strength that indicates the usefulness of the partner.
Each SA creates a bond for each of its partners.

The Internet

Space

Service component

Gift shop Theater Cafe

Space

Space

Bond

SA (Space Agent)

Fig. 1. Ubiquitous spaces are dynamically linked by bonds.

In SpaceGlue, a service component is known by its advertisement that in-
cludes a metadata description of the service it offers such as name and type and
interface information to access the service. Each service component registers its
advertisement with a local SA. SA maintains a list of advertisements (called a
local advertisement list). To share local advertisements with other spaces in a
meaningful manner, an SA sends its local advertisement list to remote SAs to
which it has a bond. The receiver SA registers the received advertisement list
(called a remote advertisement list) along with the sender SA’s name.

To locate a service, a user first sends a query to its local SA, specifying
advertisement attributes if necessary. Upon receipt of a query, the SA first ex-
amines its local advertisement list and then examines its remote advertisement
lists. Remote advertisements are sorted in descending order of the bond strength
and examined until a maximum of M remote advertisements match the query.
Finally, the SA replies to the user with a list of advertisements that matched
the query. When a user receives an advertisement for a remote space and wishes
to receive the service, the user moves to the space before receiving the service.

2.2 Bonding Algorithm

In SpaceGlue, as bonds are developed, advertisements propagate on a bond
network. The bond strengths are dynamically adjusted, which enables spaces to
always offer relevant advertisements reflecting behavior patterns of many users.
This happens in the following manner.
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Adding history. In SpaceGlue, each user maintains two types of history: In-
formation History (IH) and Action History (AH). A record of IH and AH is a
key-value pair where the key is the name of a space that sent advertisements to
a user and the value is a list of names of remote spaces that have a bond with
the space specified as a key and whose advertisements were sent to the user via
the space.

– IH is intended to record all advertisements that a user has ever received and
that may have influenced the user’s actions. When a user receives a query
reply with a set of advertisements from a local space, a new record is added
to the user’s IH.

– AH is intended to record user actions that actually took place. When a user
sends a request to an advertised service, a new record is added to AH. The
name of the space that offers the requested service is set as a key along with
a list of names of spaces whose advertisements were sent to the user via the
space as a value.

For example, in Figure 2, suppose that a user visits spaces S1, S5, S8, and
S9 and receives advertisements about remote spaces S2 and S4 (at S1), S2 and
S8 (at S5), S5, S7 and S9 (at S8), and S6 and S8 (at S9). At this point, records
with keys with S1, S5, S8, and S9 are added to the user’s IH. Suppose also that
the user requested services that are offered by S5 and S9. Two records with keys
S5 and S9 are added to the user’s AH.

S2 S4S1

S6 S8S9

S5 S7 S9S8

S2 S8S5

ValueKey

S2 S8S5

S6S9

ValueKey

S1 S2 S3

S4 S5 S6

S7 S8 S9

Information History (IH)

Action History (AH)

Service request

Fig. 2. Examples of information and action histories of user X, who visited spaces S1,
S5, S8, and S9 and requested services at S5 and S9.

Let us denote the maximum length of IH as NIH and that of AH as NAH .
In our algorithm, the minimum values of NIH and NAH are 2 and 1. When the
history exceeds the maximum length, the oldest record is deleted first.

User evaluation. When a user makes a query and receives advertisements in a
space, the user evaluates them based on the level of satisfaction for each adver-
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tisement in one of three ways: (1) positive: a user requests an advertised service
(moves to the space if the advertisement is forwarded from a remote space),
(2) neutral: simply ignores or closes advertisements, and (3) negative: explicitly
rejects the advertisement. Upon receiving such indication of satisfaction level,
SAs create/adjust bonds among SAs by looking at the history of individual user
behaviors (See Section 2.2).

Creating glue. Assume that a user is currently in space Scurrent. Let us denote
the i th key (space) in the user’s AH as space Si. When a user requests a service in
Scurrent (i.e., positive reaction), SpaceGlue examines the user’s AH and creates
a bond between Scurrent and Si as follows:

create (Scurrent, Si)
if bond (Scurrent, Si) = ∅
where AH � record(key = Si)

For example, in Figure 2, when a user who had once requested a service in
S5 requests a service in S9, a bond is created between S9 and S5.

Adjusting bond strengths. Assume that a user is currently in space Scurrent.
Let us denote the i th key (space) in the user’s IH as space Si. When a user
in Scurrent indicates positive, neutral, or negative reaction to an advertisement
that he/she received in Scurrent, SpaceGlue examines the user’s IH and updates
the bond between Scurrent and Si as follows:

update (Scurrent, Si)
if bond (Scurrent, Si)! = ∅
where IH � record(key = Si, value � Scurrent)

Bonds between spaces Scurrent and Si is strengthened (weakened) if the user
indicates positive (negative) reaction to the service offered in Scurrent and the
user had received an advertisement about a service offered in space Scurrent in
space Si. For example, in Figure 2, when a user requests a service in S9 and
indicates positive satisfaction, the bond between S9 and S8 is strengthened.

2.3 AdAppli: An Example Service Scenario

In this section, we illustrate a realistic application scenario using SpaceGlue.
The application is called AdAppli (Advertisement Application). In the scenario,
we assume a shopping mall complex with several shops. Each shop corresponds
to a space and runs an SA on a shop PC. A number of customers visit the mall,
spend time shopping, and then leave. We assume that many of the people who
visit the mall carry a PDA, and they run user agents representing themselves.
Each shop stores a single advertisement about the shop’s merchandise (in a
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local advertisement list). It also stores advertisements of other shops that are
linked with glue (in a remote advertisement list). Customers who visit a shop
can retrieve these advertisements by sending a query. In AdAppli, the content
of advertisements retrieved in a shop adapts to typical shopping sequences of a
crowd of customers (users) as described below.

Trends generated in user preferences. In AdAppli, we consider the fol-
lowing assumptions about customer preferences: Different customers may have
different preferences for types of shops and merchandise, and each of them buys
merchandise that matches his/her preferences. Although different customers
have different preferences, we assumed that the differences were small, and partly
overlapped. This results in a non-uniform distribution of customer preference for
merchandise, i.e., trends in the preferences of the crowd in the mall. We further
assumed that although customers constantly come and go in the mall, the types
of shops and merchandise that they prefer do not change significantly over a
certain time period.

History management. In AdAppli, shops in the shopping mall create and
acquire IH and AH as follows.

– A shop sends advertisements to the PDAs of customers in the shop. By look-
ing at advertisements on user’s PDA, shop SA knows which advertisements
the customer have ever received (i.e., the IH of the customer).

– A shop issues a coupon that is available at all shops in the shopping mall
to a customer who bought something in the shop. By looking at coupons on
user’s PDA, shop SA knows which shop the customer made purchses at (i.e.,
the AH of the customer).

User satisfaction level. In AdAppli, the level of user’s satisfaction is mapped
to the user’s actions as follows:

– User buys merchandise by looking at an advertisement, which indicates that
the user is positive about the advertisement.

– User simply ignores or closes an advertisement, which indicates that the user
is neutral about the advertisement.

– User explicitly indicates that he/she dislikes the advertisement, which indi-
cates that the user is negative about the advertisement.

User navigation process. Assume that bonds have not yet been established
among shop SAs and that user navigation based on SpaceGlue happens in the
following manner.

When customer A first arrives at the mall, she does not go in any specific
direction but enters shops at random. When customer A arrives at a cafe, for
example, the cafe’s CE displays its own advertisement which contains informa-
tion about its merchandise (e.g., the shop’s coffee menu) on customer A’s PDA.
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Customer A may buy merchandise (e.g., a cup of coffee) if it matches her pref-
erences. When this happens, the cafe’s SA issues her with a coupon which she
may use when she next buys something at another shop.

When she leaves the shop and moves to the next shop at random (e.g., gift
shop) in the mall, the shop’s SA displays its own advertisement on her PDA.
This time, customer A may buy a gift using the coupon issued at the cafe. When
the gift shop’s SA receives the coupon, it attempts to create a bond with the
cafe’s SA. This will cause the gift shop’s SA and cafe’s SA to display each others
advertisements on customer PDAs. Thus, when a new customer arrives at the
cafe, ads of the cafe and the gift shop will be displayed on her PDA, and vice
versa.

In AdAppli, a number of different customers visit different shops, based on
which shop SAs have established bonds and the bond strengths are adjusted
according to customers’ shopping pattern. Through these bonds, shop SAs can
guide customers through the mall by having their partners show their advertise-
ments to potential customers. Without these bonds, customers would have to
move randomly between shops.

3 Design and Implementation of SpaceGlue on Ja-Net

We implemented SpaceGlue for the AdAppli scenario using the Jack-in-the-Net
Architecture (Ja-Net) [1][2][3] that enables adaptive service creation/provision.
In Ja-Net, application services are implemented by a group of autonomous ser-
vice components (i.e., agents) called cyber-entities (CEs). Each CE implements
one or more service components and follows simple behavioral rules (such as
migration, replication, energy exchange, death, and relationship establishment
with other CEs). They autonomously form organizations to collectively pro-
vide higher services by establishing relationships with several other CEs. Ja-Net
platform software provides a runtime environment for CEs called ACERE (ACE
Runtime Environment) and APIs to manipulate relationships among CEs, such
as creating, deleting, and updating relationships, and selecting CEs based on at-
tributes of CEs or their relationships. Thus, the bonding algorithm of SpaceGlue
can be easily implemented based on the relationship mechanism of Ja-Net.

3.1 System Overview

Figure 3 shows a system overview of SpaceGlue. Shops 1 and 2 are defined as
spaces. PCs that run SAs of shops 1 and 2 are connected to the same network
via Ethernet. We used a notebook PC instead of PDA as a user’s terminal on
which a user CE is running. Each shop is coupled with an IEEE802.11b access
point allowing wireless communication with users’ notebook PCs. Although the
coverage of multicast messages in Shops 1 and 2 overlaps, multicast messages
are distinguished by the MAC address of access points that are piggybacked on
each message. A user carries a notebook PC and can move between Shops 1 and
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2. A daemon process is running on the user’s notebook PC to monitor the link
status and notify the Ja-Net platform software whether the link is up or down.

The shop and user GUI windows which are shown on the shop’s PC and
user’s notebook PC are also shown in Figure 3. On the user’s notebook PC,
an advertisement is shown along with buttons “buy”, “close”, and a checkbox
“don’t like”. If the user selects “buy” button, it is interpreted as a positive
reaction. If the user marks the checkbox and selects any button, it is interpreted
as a negative reaction. Otherwise, it is interpreted as a neutral reaction.

The bond strength is adjusted by

S =
P

T
, (1)

where P is the number of positive reactions and T is the number of positive
or negative reactions that the Shop CE received from users when it sends the
advertisement of a partner Shop CE. The initial value of strength is set to 1.

Shop1’s window

List of users who 
bought something 
in the shop

List of users 
in shop1

User1’s window

Advertisement window

DHCP Shop1 Shop2
AP1 AP2

User1 User2 User3

Communication 
ranges

Fig. 3. Configuration of GUI windows on shop’s PC and user’s notebook PCs.

3.2 Collaboration

Shop SA and users are implemented as CEs (i.e., Shop CE and User CE). In
addition, we implemented the following two functions/information content as
CEs to enable active collaboration.

– Advertisement CE carries an advertisement of a Shop CE and definition
of GUI components (such as buttons and panels) to display on the user’s
notebook PC.
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– UserTerminal CE controls the GUI of the user’s notebook PC such as dis-
playing advertisements and inputting user commands.

In our design, IH and AH are represented by Advertisement CEs and coupons
that a User CE has. By looking at the Advertisement CEs on a user’s notebook
PC, a Shop CE knows the IH of the user. Similarly, by looking at coupons
carried by a User CE, Shop CE knows the AH of the user. Note that coupon
information includes the name of the coupon’s originator SA. Note also that
our implementation is designed for IH and AH with history lengths of 2 and 1,
respectively.

UserTerminal

User

Advertisement

Shop

Advertisement

Shop ACEREUser ACERE

2. create

3. selectResult

4. migrate

5. migrate

6. permit7. OK

8. display

1. requestAd

Fig. 4. Collaboration for sending advertisements

Collaboration among CEs in sending advertisements is illustrated in Figure
4. The sequence is described below:

1. Upon arrival in a space or receipt of a query issued by a human user, the
user CE sends a query to local shop CE.

2. The shop CE creates an Advertisement CE.
3. The ID of the Advertisement CE is reported to the shop CE via selectResult

event.
4. The shop CE sends a migration request to the Advertisement CE.
5. The Advertisement CE migrates to the user CE’s ACERE. (adding IH)
6. The Advertisement CE asks permission to display its content on the display.
7. The user CE gives permission.
8. The Advertisement CE sends request to a UserTerminal CE to display its

content on the display.

Collaboration among CEs for relationship (bond) creation is illustrated in
Figure 5. The sequence is described below:

1. A human user buys merchandise (clicks the “buy” button of an advertise-
ment), which is reported to the User CE.
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UserTerminal

User

Advertisement

Shop

Shop 1 ACEREUser ACERE

2. delete

1. buy
3. buy (coupon)

Shop

Shop 2 ACERE

3. destroy

4. coupon

5. display
6. align

7. align OK

8. alignCompleted

Fig. 5. Collaboration for creating glue (relationships)

2. The User CE deletes the Advertisement CE.
3. The User CE informs Shop1 CE of the purchase. A coupon issued by Shop2

CE at a previous purchase is sent to Shop1 CE along with the message.
4. The Shop 1 CE issues a coupon and sends the information to the User CE.

(adding AH)
5. The User CE displays on the user’s notebook PC that it has received a

coupon.
6. By looking at the coupon information sent by the User CE, Shop1 CE asks

Shop2 CE to create a bond.
7. Shop2 CE agrees and creates a bond with Shop1 CE.
8. Shop1 CE creates a bond with Shop2 CE.

3.3 System Measurement

The program sizes of Shop CE, User CE, Advertisement CE, and UserTerminal
CE are 222, 52, 282, and 194 KB, respectively. The Ja-Net platform software is
388 KB. The number and size of messages sent among CEs during the sequence
described in Section 3.2 (i.e., sending advertisements from Shop CE to user and
creating glue between Shop CEs) is shown in Table 1. Ja-Net messages are 4.5
times the number of SpaceGlue messages.

Table 1. Messages sent while a user is in a shop

Message Num. messages Total message size Average message size
Ja-Net 9 37 KB 14 KB (for migration), 1.3 KB (ex-

cluding migration)
SpaceGlue 2 6 KB 3.3 KB
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4 Simulations

In SpaceGlue, we expected that as the bonds among shop SAs develop, some shop
SAs would become capable of efficiently sending them to potential customers
by showing their advertisements to customers in their partners’ shops. This
would lead to a situation where customers tend to move to other shops with
which the current shop has a bond (influenced by the advertisements received
in the current shop), and groups of customers with the same preference move
among the same set of shops. We examined these features and evaluated the
adaptation capability in SpaceGlue. We conducted several simulations by (1)
running multiple user CEs and shop CEs on a single PC and (2) using a simulator
of SpaceGlue. Simulation results described in Section 4.2 were obtained through
(1) and those in Sections 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 through (2). Note that in (1), User
CEs automatically simulate human shopping activity, i.e., visiting shops, buying
something, and evaluating advertisements. Note also that (2) yielded equivalent
results to (1).

4.1 Simulation Definitions

Customer preferences. In the simulation, each shop had an ad keyword rep-
resenting the shop and its merchandise. Each user had a set of five distinct ad
keywords out of M ad keywords in its preference keywords. Customers bought
merchandise if the ad keyword of target shop matched one of their preference
keywords at the probability of PP (this is called the Purchase Probability, i.e.,
the likelihood that the user will buy merchandise).

Significance in trends in customer preferences. We used mutual informa-
tion [4] to measure the significance of trends generated by customer preferences
in the shopping mall. The calculation of mutual information was based on the
co-occurrence of an ad keywords pair in the preference keyword of all customers,
and is defined as follows:

I(A; B) =
∑

A,B

P (a, b)log
P (a, b)

P (a)P (b)
, (2)

where P (a, b) is the probability of co-occurrence of two ad keywords in the prefer-
ence keywords for all customers, a and b, and P (a) and P (b) are the probability
of the single occurrence of an ad keyword a and b in the preference keywords
for all customers, respectively. The greater the MI value is, the more significant
the trends in customer preferences are.

To determine how the preferences of a group of customers affect the per-
formance of AdAppli, we prepared two preference keyword sets with different
MI levels: MAX, High(H), Low(L), and MIN where MAX and MIN were
maximum and minimum mutual information, respectively. Figure 6 shows an
example of ad keywords occurring (depicted as 1–36 on the x axis) in preference
keywords when MI = MAX (i.e., the most significant trends in the preferences
of the crowd).
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Fig. 6. Example of preference keywords occurring with MI = MAX.

Evaluation measure. The Recall and Precision of each Shop CE are defined
as:

Recall =
C

T
· 100, and (3)

Precision =
C

H
· 100, (4)

where C is the number of potential customers for a given shop (i.e., User CEs
that have the ad keyword of the Shop CE in their preference keywords) that
the Shop CE sent its ad to, T is the total number of the given shop’s potential
customers, and H is the total number of customers that the Shop CE sent its ad
to. C and H were obtained by examining the value of user reactions received by
a given shop during five periods when ads were broadcast. C is the number of
users’ positive or neutral reactions and H is the total number of users’ reactions.
Recall and precision tend to have a trade-off relationship, but we need to achieve
both high recall and precision.

To evaluate the adaptation capability of SpaceGlue, we used the F-measure
[4] which combines recall and precision in a single efficiency measure (the har-
monic mean of precision and recall), which is given by

F−measure =
2 · Recall · Precision

Recall + Precision
· 100 (5)

4.2 Adaptation Capability of SpaceGlue

In our simulation, we ran 36 Shop CEs and 50 User CEs. Each User CE had five
distinct ad keywords out of 36 ad keywords in its preference keywords. Purchase
probability Pp was set to 0.7 for all user CEs. Initially, User CEs were randomly
placed in one of the 36 shops. Each shop CE periodically broadcast a set of ads
N times. For each shop CE, the time for broadcasting ads was set to 90 seconds.
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Figure 7 shows the time variance of F-measure values at each MI level.
Here, we measured the recall, precision, and F-measure for each shop CE and
took the average. The x axis in those figures are the respective times that ads
were broadcast (N). As shown in the graph, the maximum F-measure values
achieved depend on the MI value, i.e., significance of trends in user preferences.
The more significant the trends, the greater the F-measure value. For example,
after developing enough bonds, the F-measure exceeded 80 when trends were
most significant (MI = MAX). That is, 80% of customers were satisfied with
advertisements that they received at each shop. Thus, we may conclude that
SpaceGlue is effective at customizing the content of advertisements in AdAppli.
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Fig. 7. F-measures with MI = MAX, H, L, MIN .

Figure 8 shows the time variance of the number of bonds that shop CEs
created at MI = MAX where the x axis in these figures is the respective times
that ads were broadcast (N). The number of bonds increased in the beginning
as time progressed and saturated after N = 140. Note that when the F-measure
value exceeded 80 for the first time at N = 52, the number of bonds was 4.2,
which was less than the maximum number of bonds created during the simulation
(5.5). That is, a subset of total bonds may be sufficient to achieve the optimal
F-measure.

4.3 Impact of Glue

In order to examine the impact of glue, we compared the F-measure values
in the following three cases: (1) SpaceGlue, (2) Flooding, (3) No glue. In (1)
“SpaceGlue”, shop CEs sent advertisements using SpaceGlue technology. In (2)
“Flooding”, each and every shop CE sent advertisements of all other shops to
customers in their shops. Thus, customers received 36 advertisements because
there were 36 shops in the mall. In (3) “No glue”, a shop CE sent a single
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advertisement of its own to customers in the shop. Thus, customers move among
shops at random.

The results are shown in Figure 9 where the time variance of F-measure
in cases (1)–(3) are shown. Case “Flooding” and “No glue” achieved almost
constant F-measure (about 23 and 5, respectively) throughout the simulation.
Although “Flooding” achieved a better F-measure during the first 14 time peri-
ods, “SpaceGlue” overtook it once it developed bonds. The F-measure of “Flood-
ing” is inferior to “SpaceGlue” because “Flooding” always achieves poor preci-
sion. In contrast, by adaptively selecting a subset of advertisements that match
customer preferences, “SpaceGlue” achieves good precision. Thus, SpaceGlue
achieves adaptability by its bonding technique.
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4.4 Impact of History Length

To examine the impact of history lengths of IH and AH, we measured the average
F-measure during 100 time periods with different history lengths in comparison.
We compared the history length combinations of (IH, AH) where IH = 2, 4, 8 and
AH = 1, 2, 4, 8. Figure 10 shows the results. The (IH, AH) = (4, 4) achieved the
maximum F-measure on average (67) and was thus most appropriate. Note that
(IH, AH) = (8, 8), which exhibited the maximum history length, achieved only
57. Thus, we may say that there is an optimal combination of history lengths
of IH and AH. Examining such optimal history lengths through simulation is
important in SpaceGlue.
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Fig. 10. Impact of history lengths on F-measures (average) with MI = MAX.

4.5 Scalability of SpaceGlue

Figure 11 shows average F-measure during 1000 time periods with different num-
bers of shops and customers; (shop, customers) = (36, 50), (100, 150), and (400,
600). The x axis shows the number of shops (36, 100, 400). The line labeled
“SpaceGlue” shows the average F-measure achieved using SpaceGlue. The line
labeled “No glue” shows the average F-measure achieved without glue (no bond).
The line labeled “SpaceGlue/No glue ratio” shows the ratio of average F-measure
of “SpaceGlue” and “No glue”. Although the F-measure values of “SpaceGlue”
and “No glue” decreased as the number of shops increased, the ratio of F-measure
between “SpaceGlue” and “No glue” increased. That is, SpaceGlue is effective
at maintaining adaptability in a scalable manner.
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5 Related Work

The concept of SpaceGlue is similar to the association rule of data mining[6]
although their mechanisms are different. Data mining is based on a centralized
architecture where all the information is accumulated in a central database be-
cause the data mining algorithm requires entire sets of information as input.
Unlike data mining, SpaceGlue is designed based on a distributed architecture
where the bonding algorithm is implemented by each SA and processed based on
local interactions among SAs. Thus, SpaceGlue requires no central administra-
tion. In addition, SpaceGlue provides a total environment for adaptive service
provision: implementing, delivering, analyzing, and customizing services are all-
in-one while data mining systems are operated separately from service systems.
Thus, SpaceGlue is more portable and easy to deploy.

Although the current SpaceGlue only considers bonds between two CEs, fur-
ther improvement of estimation should be possible if it considers topological
information of bond networks. PageRank[7] provides a method of ranking net-
work nodes based on the topology of hyperlinks between web pages. However,
calculating PageRank requires topology data for each and every pair of web pages
as input, which is difficult in the dynamic environment assumed in SpaceGlue
where bonds are dynamically created/adjusted based on user activities. Thus,
application of PageRank to SpaceGlue requires a distributed mechanism to cal-
culate PageRank.

6 Conclusion

SpaceGlue is a technology for adaptively linking or “gluing” ubiquitous spaces to
adaptively locate, communicate with, and interact with groups of services/people
in different ubiquitous spaces. We are investigating SpaceGlye for mobile phone
networks. For this, a lightweight version of Ja-Net platform software is necessary.
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Various applications can be designed using SpaceGlue, including (1) Situa-
tional marketing: shop owners in a shopping mall identify potential customers
based on their behavior patterns and send commercial advertisements that match
their preferences at the right place and time, (2) Community creation: IM chat-
ters can search for groups of users with related interests based on the association
degree between spaces, and (3) Collaborative services: services in two related
spaces may jointly provide a higher-level service to create new services. We will
design and implement such applications to empirically verify that SpaceGlue is
useful for building ubiquitous computing applications.
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